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Using Google Docs In The Classroom
(Grade 6-8)

Google Docs is a free online software suite of word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, forms,
and drawing programs. All files are stored by Google and are accessible from any computer that
has Internet access. The format allows students to create, edit, share, and collaborate on
documents with their peersin the classroom or at home. Discover how rewarding collaborative
learning can be as you use this fantastic technological resource.
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Google is changing on a daily basis, so when I found changes - all I did was contact the publisher
and they worked with me and updated the assignments - it was a WIN WIN for both of us - I will
continue to purchase teacher created resources!

Excellent book with lessons for middle school students. I started using the book as soon as I got it
and my students have enjoyed the lessons.

This has some very good ideas but get ready to modify the lessons with all the latest updates on
Google. I ended up re typing the information and using the snipping tool to recreate the directions to
coincide with the new formats. If you need ideas, it's great but it will require a bit more work.

Excellent or teachers that may be uncomfortable with google docs for education, or could be used
as a self-tutorial for teachers. Unfortunately, google has changed a few minor features since this
was published. I still recommend it.

I REALLY like the concept of this book but when is the updated version being released???? Many
changes since 2012, which makes it a bit frustrating when teaching the lessons..confuses students.

If you know how Google technology works this is NOT the book for you. When I read the product
description I understood the book to be a resource of ideas/activities. Instead, the book is guide of
step by step directions, complete with computer screen shots, on how to build Google files (DOCS,
SHEETS, FORMS, DRAWING and SLIDES). The book is user friendly but not at all the product I
was hoping to add to my teacher resources as I move to a digital classroom.

I bought this product to help me create assignments and assessments for my student. It gives step
by step guides with images and I found it very useful as I transform some of my lessons from last
year.

Great! This will work well with our school. It will meet the needs of our students and faculty as
required.
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